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T63/A01043/EE/20160713

Time : 3 Hours Marks : 80

Instruction :
1. All Questions are Compulsory.

2. Each Sub-question carry 5 marks.

3. Each Sub-question should be answered between 75 to 100 words. Write every questions
answer on separate page.

4. Question paper of 80 Marks, it will be converted in to your programme structure marks.

1. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Give the difference between Prismatic Compass and Surveyor’s compass. 5

b) The distance between two stations was 1200 m when measured with a 20m chain. The
same distance when measured with 30m chain was found to be 1195m. If the 20m
chain was 0.05m too long, what was the error in the 30m chain. 5

c) What are the different errors in levelling? 5

d) What do you mean by orientation? Describe any one method for it with sketch. 5

e) Explain the computation of area from field notes. 5

2. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) What are the different errors in compass survey? 5

b) The following bearings were observed in a closed traverse. Find the included angles
and correct the bearings of the lines: 5

Lines FB BB

AB 140°45' 318°15'

BC 216°30' 38°00'

CD 209°15' 30°15'

DE 319°45' 139°45'

EA 60°15' 240°15'

c) Explain with neat sketch balancing backsights and foresights. 5

d) Describe briefly the use of various accessories of plane table. 5

e) Define the following: 5

i) Offset

ii) Tie station

iii) Base line

iv) Check line

v) Zero circle
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3. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Write a short note on the various rules used for computation of area. 5

b) A 30m chain was tested before the commencement of the day's work and found to be
correct. After chaining 100 chains, the chain was found to be 0.5 link too long. At the
end of day's work, after chaining a total distance of 180 chains was found to be 0.8
link too long. What was the true distance chained? 5

c) What are the different sources of errors in chain surveying? 5

d) Write a short note on : 5

i) Cross staff

ii) Bowditch method

e) Explain various steps used in the prismatic compass for taking the bearings of the
line. 5

4. Solve any four sub-questions.

a) Explain the various methods used to overcome when obstacles to both chaining and
ranging. 5

b) Calculate the area of a plan from the following reading of planimeter: 5

Initial reading = 6.480

Final reading = 8.460

When the needle point was inside the plan and the tracing point was moved clockwise.
It was noted that zero of the dial passed the fixed index twice in the reverse direction.
Take M = 100m2 and C = 20

c) Describe with the help of neat sketches characteristics of contours. 5

d) Explain use of theodolite in surveying. 5

e) Define contour line and contour interval. Also explain uses of contour. 5
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